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Abstract
Digital watermark is a technique used to protect the ownership of images and their associated software. A useful watermark scheme should be visually imperceptible and robust to resist various attacks: such as JPEG compression, pixel-shifting, cropping, blurring, etc. In this paper, we present a new watermarking technique that achieves the prescribed goals. We add synchronization bits to maintain the correct position information of the original 8x8 DCT block during extracting phase. To avoid cropping some part of image and losing watermark information, we add watermark bits according to edging features of each block. Therefore, the proposed approach needs neither the original image nor the original watermark pattern for watermark extraction, which is a useful feature in protecting real-time generated panorama images.

1. Introduction
Watermarks of semantic meaningful patterns (e.g. binary images) that can be directly recognized by naked eyes are important in Oriental culture environments. To resist lossy image processing such as JPEG compression, watermarks are embedded in the DCT domain of the original image. To obtain good quality and to embed more watermark bits, the higher the complexity in a block, the more watermark bits should be embedded. Our watermark system can protect an image processing software, such as VideoVR[1] --- a panorama construction tool. It is impractical, in this case, to use the original image for watermark extracting, because the panomorphic images are generated from the user’s side, and original image is not stored.

In most of existing watermark systems, if a user shifts an image even for one pixel, the watermark cannot be extracted correctly. Our approach can resist pixel shifting or image cropping attacks, because we use feature-based approach to synchronize the watermark embedding and extraction positions.

2. Embedding Phase
The embedding phase of proposed scheme is done by retrieving watermark bits and changing the A.C. values of the DCT of the original image. Fig.1 shows the block diagram of the embedding phase. Our approach combines the techniques presented in [2] and [3] to provide an invisible blind watermark scheme, which do not need the original image for retrieving the embedded watermark. The idea is: if we want to embed message ‘1’, change AC value to satisfy the condition AC > DC, for example, and if we want to embed message ‘0’, change AC value to satisfy the condition AC < DC. The distance of AC and DC must be larger than a given threshold.

To avoid watermark being destroyed by shifting and cropping the test image, we predetermine watermark positions by analyzing the characteristics of each 8x8 DCT block. As shown in Fig.5 (a), we get the 1/64 (resolution-reduction) image of the original one and calculate its gradient. The main idea is that the 1/64 image of the original one after JPEG compression or other image processing has not much difference from the 1/64 image of original image. The little difference come in both intensity and gradient. Therefore, we use intensity and gradient to aid the searching of the place for watermark embedding, as shown in Fig.5 (b).

In order to find the original 8x8 DCT block and get information for embedding during the extracting phase, synchronization bits are embedded in each DCT block. Therefore, our approach can resist shifting and cropping attacks and does not need the original watermark image for watermark extraction. For example, we choose two bits of constant position for middle-frequency coefficients as the embedded synchronization bits.

There may still have some watermark bits not yet been included. Therefore, the higher the complexity in a block, the more watermark bits should be embedded. Fig.4 shows how to determine the number of embedded watermark. In essence, the intensity feature is used for Y-axis and gradient feature is used for the X-axis index for watermark embedding.

3. Extraction Phase
The extraction phase is done by retrieving bits from DCT domain and putting them in correct watermark positions. Fig.2 shows the block diagram of the extraction phase. Besides the “Original 8x8 DCT block extraction” step, the other steps are similar to the embedding counterpart. Fig.3 shows how to find the original 8x8 DCT block. There is one correct choice out of 64 shifting combinations. Therefore, we select some complex places across an image in which more watermark bits are embedded, and then try to extract watermark from one out of 64 kinds of shift, each shift has a correlation ratio as compared with the watermark. Of course, the highest correlation ratio is the most possible place to extract the correct watermark.
4. Experiment Result

Our approach has already combined with our VideoVR system --- a panoramic construction tool from live video of surrounding environment. Other commercial products can also use the proposed system to protect their copyright. Fig.7 shows images with embedded watermarks. Fig.8 show the extracted watermarks under various attacks, we can easily recognize that these are distorted versions of the embedded watermark pattern.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a shift-resistant blind watermark system is proposed, in which the embedded/extracted watermark is a semantic meaningful pattern. Besides, we can analyze the correlation ratio, in the extraction phase, to know whether an image has been watermarked or not rather than by visually inspecting the extracted watermark pattern. This project is partially funded by the National Science Council (NSC, Taiwan) under the grant number NSC88-2622-E-002-002.
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